tion pathways are not known.
In the present paper, we show that in how loss-ofblister mutations often affect the development of muscle-tendon connections at the embryonic stage (Frisfunction mutant embryos, tendon precursors undergo trom and Fristrom, 1993) . The mutant embryos were premature differentiation. The two protein variants enanalyzed for the expression of mature tendon-specific coded by the how gene are differentially distributed eimarkers, ␤1 tubulin mRNA and Delilah, a bHLH tendonther in the nucleus (How(L)) or in both the cytoplasm specific protein (Armand et al., 1994). Among 25 compleand nucleus (How(S)) of the tendon cells. The early, mentation groups, 3 exhibited an increased number of nuclear-specific form, How(L), binds Stripe mRNA and tendon cells at late stages of embryonic development prevents its efficient export to the cytoplasm, leading (after muscle binding had occurred). Two complementato the downregulation of Stripe protein levels at the tion groups represent mutations in the neurogenic genes precursor stage. Vein/EGF receptor activation triggered Delta and mam (Xu et al., 1990) , and their involvement by muscle-tendon interaction leads to elevation in the in tendon cell differentiation is yet to be characterized.
levels of the second form, How(S). This form is likely
The third complementation group, struthio, exhibited to compete with How(L) in binding stripe mRNA and both an increased number of tendon cells and elevated releases the inhibited nuclear export of stripe mRNA. levels of tendon-specific markers. This mutation is allelic Consequently, high levels of Stripe protein are induced, to the how mutation (Lo and Frasch, 1997 Figure 3IIID ) that is conserved in all protein, combined with the observation that Stripe protein levels are modulated in how mutant embryos, raises three genes. This sequence is not detected in the other two cytoplasmic spliced forms of Quaking, nor in GLD1, the possibility that How directly binds stripe mRNA. To examine this possibility, we tested the ability of in vitro which appears to be cytoplasmic. To test whether this sequence represents a nuclear retention signal, we protranscribed biotin-labeled stripe RNA to bind How protein from soluble protein extract obtained from 10-20 duced a GFP-How(L) fusion protein in which three amino Activation of distinct sets of genes by different levels of a transcription factor has been described for various 
